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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which setting of :SYSTEM.MESSAGE_LEVEL suppresses all system
messages?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
E. You cannot use :SYSTEM.MESSAGE_LEVEL to suppress all system
messages
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation: Controlling System Messages
You can prevent system messages from being issued, based on
their severity level.
FormsBuilder classifies every message with a severity level
that indicates how critical or trivial the information is; the
higher the numbers, the more critical the message. There are
six levels that you can affect.
Note: Suppressing Messages According to Their Severity
In a trigger, you can specify that only messages above a
specified severity level are to be issuedby the form. You do
this by assigning a value to the MESSAGE_LEVEL system variable.
Formsthen issues only those messages that are above the
severity level defined in this variable.The default value for
MESSAGE_LEVEL (at form startup) is 0. This means that messages
of all severities are displayed.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have the following stored procedure:
The Numbers table becomes unavailable when you run the stored
procedure. The stored procedure obtains an exclusive lock on
the table and does not release the lock.
What are two possible ways to resolve the issue? Each correct
answer presents a complete solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. Add a COMMIT TRANSACTION statement after the INSERT
statement.
B. Remove the SET ANSI DEFAULTS ON statement.
C. Set the ANSI_DEFAULT statement to OFF and add a COMMIT
TRANSACTION statement after the INSERT statement.
D. Remove the implicit transaction and the SET ANSI_DEFAULTS ON
statement.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a computer named Computer1 that runs Windows 10.
Computer1 has the users shown in the following table.
User1 signs in to Computer1, creates the following files, and
then signs out:
docx in C:\Users\User1\Desktop
docx in C:\Users\Public\Public Desktop
docx in C:\Users\Default\ Desktop
User3 signs in to Computer1 and creates a file named File4.docx
in C:\Users\User3\Desktop.
User2 has never signed in to Computer1.
How many DOCX files will appear on the desktop of each user the
nest time each user signs in? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
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